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Latin Motion is a Latin Dance company dedicated to the sustained growth of Latin Dance styles in Sydney, 
around Australia and indeed worldwide. 

We provide a comprehensive syllabus of Latin Dancing classes around Sydney to educate anyone who wants 
to be a part of this sensational dance and lifestyle, on any level.  

We feel that dancing should not only look good, but it should feel good too, so we have a clear, easy to follow 
structure during our lessons, to help you gain confidence and the best understanding possible. We want you 
to be the most sought after dancer on the floor! With over 30 years dance experience between us, our teachers 
are chosen for their personal qualities and are well trained to provide you with the best. 

We live, breathe and love latin dance styles in all its wonderful variations, and feel honored and privileged to be 
able to spend our lives sharing our knowledge and joy in latin dance with all our students and audiences in 
Sydney and around the world. We are also proud to be amongst the pioneers of Rueda and Mambo (On2), 
Bachata and Kizomba in Australia, and delighted to be introducing new styles to Sydney continuously.  

 
We pride ourselves on an exceptional performance team, made up of some of the most talented and 
dedicated dancers in Australia and our shows reflect these standards. Our dancers have been World 
Champions, participated in international dance sensations like 'Burn the Floor', 'Floor Play' ,TV programs such 
as 'Strictly Dancing' and 'Dancing with the Stars' and Hollywood movies like 'Mission Impossible II' and 
Bollywood blockbuster 'Heyy Babyy'. In addition, our instructors and choreographer's talents have been utilized 
to lend flavour to productions such as 'Moulin Rouge' and 'Dancing With The Stars'. We are a troupe of 
dedicated dancers who believe fervently in one another and strive to produce nothing short of excellence. 

 
Latin Motion Dance Academy featuring the current 4 times World Salsa Champions Oliver Pineda & Luda 
Kroitor from 'Dancing With The Stars' is recognised all around the world for their amazing choreographies and 
spectacular performances receiving standing ovations wherever they go. We also host the 3 times Australian 
Team Champions 'Modus Vivendi', who have also represented Australia regulary overseas and at the World 
Championships. The talent in Latin Motion is so widely spread, that 10 members of Latin Motion have 
represented Australia as Australian Champions at the 'World Salsa Championships'. 
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